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Abstract
Recently, social networks such as Facebook have experienced a huge surge in popularity. The
amount of personal information stored in these sites calls for appropriate security precautions to protect this data.
In this paper, we describe how we are able to take advantage of a common weakness, namely the fact
that an attacker can query the social network for registered e-mail addresses on a large scale. Starting
with a list of about 10.4 million email addresses, we were able to automatically identify more than 1.2
million user profiles associated with these addresses. By crawling these profiles, we collect publicly
available personal information about each user, which we use for automated profiling (i.e., to enrich the
information available from each user).
Finally, we propose a number of mitigation techniques to protect the user’s privacy. We have contacted the most popular providers, who acknowledged the threat and are currently implementing our
countermeasures. Facebook and XING in particular have recently fixed the problem.
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1

Introduction

With the introduction of social networks such as Facebook, the Internet community experienced
a revolution in its communication habits. What initially began as a simple frame for social contacts
quickly evolved into massively used platform, where networking and messaging is only one of the
multiple possibilities the users can call upon. While basic messaging is still one of the key features, it
is clear that the participants see the main advantage in the well-organized representation of friends and
acquaintances.
For such an organization to work properly, it is imperative to have certain knowledge about the
participants. Suggesting users from the same area with the same age, for instance, can lead to a renewed
childhood friendship, while a detailed work history might open unexpected business opportunities. On
the other hand, this kind of information is also of great value to entities with potentially malicious
intentions. Hence, it is the responsibility of the service provider to ensure that unauthorized access to
sensitive profile information is properly restricted. In fact, various researchers (e.g., [12, 14, 16]) have
shown that social networks can sometimes be a threat to the users’ privacy. The main problem is twofold:
• Many users tend to be overly revealing when publishing personal information. Although it lies
in the responsibility of each individual to assess the risk of publishing sensitive information, the
provider can help by restricting the access to this information to a limited number of individuals
per default. A good example is Facebook, where detailed information is only exchanged between
already acquainted users.
• Information exists in social networks that a user cannot directly control, and may not even be
aware of. The best example is the use of the information provided during the registration phase
(e.g., name, contact e-mail address, and birthday). Even though this data may never be shown in
the public user profile, what most users do not realize is the fact that this information is still often
used to provide other functionality within the social network (e.g., such as determining which
users might know each other).
In this paper, we describe a novel attack that impacts thousands of users that we launched on eight
popular social networks: Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, LinkedIn, Friendster, Badoo, Netlog, and XING.
We discovered that all of these social networks share a common weakness which is inherent in a feature
that is particularly useful for newly registered users: Finding friends. With the functionality to search
for friends, social networks need to walk the thin line between revealing only limited information about
their users, and simplifying the process of finding existing friends by disclosing the personal details of
registered users. A common functionality among these popular social networks is to let users search for
friends by providing their e-mail addresses. For example, by entering “gerhard@gmail.com”, a user can
check if her friend Gerhard has an account on the social network so that she can contact and add him
in her friend list. Note that an e-mail address, by default, is considered as being private information,
and social networks take measures not to reveal this information. That is, one cannot typically access
a user’s profile and simply gain access to his personal e-mail address. One of the main purposes of
protecting e-mail addresses is to prevent spammers from crawling the network and collecting e-mail
to user mappings. With these mappings at hand, the attacker could easily construct targeted spam and
phishing e-mails (e.g., using real names, names of friends, and other personal information [18]). By
correlating mappings from different social networks it is even possible to identify contradictions and
untruthfully entered information among profiles.
In our experiments, we used about 10.4 million real-world e-mail addresses that were left by attacker
on a dropzone on a compromised machine that was taken down. We built a system to automatically query
each social networking site with these addresses just as an adversary would, and we were able to identify
around 876,000 of these addresses on at least one of the investigated social networks. Furthermore, we
implemented a fuzzer that we used to create new e-mail addresses (e.g., for John Doe, addresses such as
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john.doe@gmail.com, john@gmail.com, jdoe@yahoo.com, etc. would be created) and show that this is
an effective way to find even more accounts.
In summary, we make the following four contributions:
• We describe a real-world, common weakness in eight popular social networks consisting of millions of users, and present a system that automatically takes advantage of this weakness on a
large-scale.
• By using e-mail addresses as a unique identifier, we demonstrate that it is possible to correlate
the information provided by thousands of users in different social networks. This is a significant
privacy threat because it allows to link profiles that otherwise have no common information.
• We present an e-mail fuzzing technique for social networks that uses previously gathered information to guess new user e-mail addresses, which can then be automatically verified in turn.
• We present our findings and propose mitigation techniques to secure social networks against such
attacks. Our findings were confirmed by all social network providers we contacted.
The remainder of the report is structured as follows: In Section 2, we briefly discuss ethical and legal
considerations. In Section 3, we explain our attack and how we implemented it for the evaluated social
networks. In Section 4, we present our findings and assess the potential threat to social networking users.
Section 5 discusses possible mitigation solutions and we present in Section 6 related work with special
focus on privacy-related issues in social networks. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 7.

2

Ethical and Legal Considerations

Crawling and correlating data in social networks is an ethically sensitive area. Similar to the experiments conducted by Jakobsson et al. in [19, 20], we believe that realistic experiments are the only
way to reliably estimate success rates of attacks in the real-world. Nevertheless, we aimed to protect the
user’s privacy wherever possible.
First, in the crawling and correlation experiments we conducted, we only accessed user information
that was publicly available. Thus, we never broke any accounts, passwords, or accessed any otherwise
protected area. Second, note that the crawler we wrote was not powerful enough to influence the performance of any social network we investigated. Third, we used MD5 on the real names of users to
anonymize them properly.
We also consulted the legal department of our universities (comparable to the IRB in the US), and
received an extensive legal statement, where our privacy precautions were deemed appropriate and consistent with the European legal position.

3

Abusing E-Mail Querying

Many social network providers such as Facebook, MySpace, or LinkedIn offer the feature that a user
can search for his friends by providing a list of e-mail addresses. In return, she receives a list of accounts
that are registered with these e-mail addresses. From a user’s point of view, this feature is valuable: a
user can simply upload her address book, and the social network then tells her which of her friends are
already registered on the site. The feature enables a user to quickly identify other users she knows, and
with which she might be interested in establishing a connection.
While the e-mail search functionality commonly available in social networks is convenient, and often
very helpful, a closer examination reveals that it also has some security-relevant drawbacks. We show
that an attacker can misuse this feature by repeatedly querying a large number of e-mail addresses using
4

the search interface as some kind of black box to validate users on the social network. This information
can then be abused in many ways, for example:
• A spammer can validate his list of e-mail addresses (e.g., find out which addresses are most
probably real and active) by querying a social network, and only sending spam e-mails to those
users [6].
• The previous attack can be combined with social phishing, i.e., the spammer crawls the profile
of a user and uses this information to send targeted phishing e-mails (if the user has a public
profile) [18].
• An attacker can generate new e-mail addresses based on profile information, and brute-force the
social networking sites to validate them. For example, she could generate a large list of (first name,
last name) combinations and append common suffixes such as “@gmail.com” or “@yahoo.com”
to fuzz for valid e-mail accounts (see Section 3.3 for details).
Note that it has been recently reported that spammers have started to shift their attention to social
networking sites in order to collect information about users that they can then use for targeted e-mails
[29]. The report states that spammers have been using bots to spy information from social networks that
they can then use for launching attacks such as guessing passwords (i.e., using reminder hints such as
“What is my favorite pet?”). The prerequisite for these current attacks, however, is that a bot is installed
on the victim’s machine. In comparison, we describe the exploitation of a common weakness in a social
network functionality that allows us to retrieve information about users even if they are not infected by
a bot.
In each of these cases, the attack is only feasible since the social network provider enables a largescale query of e-mail addresses. Before going into details on how this feature can be abused in practice,
we provide an overview of the context of this type of attacks.

3.1

Historical Context

Historically, a similar search/verification feature was available in many different protocols and services, as we discuss in this section.
SMTP. The Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) provides the two commands VRFY and EXPN to
verify a user name, or obtain the content of a mailing list [22]. A VRFY request asks the mail server to
verify a given e-mail address, and if a normal response is returned, it must include the mailbox of the
user. In addition, an EXPN request asks the server for the membership of a mailing list, and a successful
response must return the mailboxes on the mailing list.
Spammers began to abuse these two commands to query mail servers for a list of valid e-mail addresses, and to verify if a given e-mail address was valid. Due to this abuse, SMTP servers now commonly do not provide these two commands anymore (at least not to unauthenticated users).
Finger User Information Protocol. This protocol is used to query a remote server for status and user
information [36]. The finger daemon typically returns information such as the full name, whether a
user is currently logged-on, e-mail address, or similar data. While providing this kind of information is
useful in general, an attacker can collect information about a specific user based on the finger protocol,
and then use this information for social engineering attacks. Furthermore, the public exposure of the
information is questionable from a privacy and security point of view. For these reasons, the majority of
Internet hosts do not offer the finger service anymore.
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Secure Shell. Certain versions of the OpenSSH server allowed a remote attacker to identify valid users
via a timing attack: by analyzing the response time during authentication, an attacker could determine
whether or not the supplied username is valid [7]. By adjusting the timing for both successful and failed
user verification, this flaw was fixed. A similar flaw can be used to reveal private information with the
help of timing attacks against web applications [5].
Note that as discussed above, the conceptual problem that we address in this paper is not necessarily
new, but its implications are novel and are far greater because of the large amount of sensitive information contained in user profiles on social networks. We believe that history is repeating itself and that it
is only a matter of time before attackers start making use of such features for malicious purposes.

3.2

Automated Profiling of Users

As explained earlier, a user can typically send a list of e-mail addresses to a social network and, in
return, she receives a mapping of which of these e-mail addresses have a corresponding account on the
site. An attacker can abuse this and query for a large number of e-mail addresses on many different
social networks As a result, she learns on which social networks the specific address is registered.

List of E-Mail
Addresses

@

Facebook

Registered
Users

?

Facebook

@

MySpace

?

MySpace

@

...

?

...
LinkedIn

LinkedIn

(a) Querying social networks for registered e-mail addresses on a large scale.

(b) Crawling every profile found in the first step to collect personal information.

Figure 1: Automated user profiling based on information collected on social networks.
In the second step, the attacker retrieves the user’s profile from the different networks in an automated way. From each profile, she extracts the information she is interested in, for example, age,
location, job/company, list of friends, education, or any other information that is publicly available. This
information can then be aggregated and correlated in order to build a very rich user profile.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we show that the two steps can indeed be automated to a high
degree. Furthermore, we demonstrate that this attack is possible with only very limited resources. In
fact, by using a single machine over only few weeks we collected hundreds of thousands of user profiles,
and queried for millions of e-mail addresses (i.e., each social network was successfully queried for 10.4
million addresses, adding up to a total of about 82.3 million queries). This emphasizes the magnitude
and the significance of the attack since a more powerful, sophisticated, and determined attacker could
potentially extract even more information (e.g., by using a large botnet).

3.3

E-mail Fuzzing

An attacker can also abuse the search feature in a completely different way, extending the attack
presented in the previous section. During the profiling step, an attacker can learn the names of a user’s
friends as these lists are often publicly visible. This information is available on several social networking
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sites, for example Facebook and Twitter. An attacker can thus obtain the tuple (first name, last name)
for each friend of a given user, but not the e-mail addresses for these friends: the e-mail address itself is
considered private information and not directly revealed by the social networking sites.
However, an attacker can automatically try to guess the e-mail addresses of the friends of a user
by abusing the search feature. We implemented two different algorithms for generating new e-mail
addresses. In the first technique, for each friend, we build 24 addresses. Given a name in the form
“claudio bianchi” it generates six prefixes as “claudio.bianchi”, “claudio bianchi”, “claudiobianchi”,
“c.bianchi”, “c bianchi”, and “cbianchi”. Then, it appends the four most popular free e-mail domains
“gmail.com”, “yahoo.com”, “hotmail.com”, and “aol.com”.
In the second algorithm, we use context information during the e-mail generation process: if a
user has an e-mail address with a certain structure (e.g., automatically generated e-mail accounts often
include the last name of the user and a prefix), we try to detect this structure by searching the user’s
name within the e-mail address. If we identify a pattern in the user mail, we use this match and generate
two additional e-mail addresses that follow the same pattern (including both the first and last name) for
each friend. If we do not detect a pattern, we generate e-mail addresses similar to the first algorithm.
However, instead of appending common prefixes, we use the prefix of the user on the assumption that
the friends of a user might be a member of the same e-mail provider.
The large list of generated e-mail addresses can then be sent back to a social network for verification,
and thus, the attacker may quickly learn the e-mail addresses of new users. Since this technique is similar
to fuzzing, we refer to it in the following as e-mail fuzzing. We show in Section 4.4 that this technique
works well in practice: in our experiments, we were able to find thousands of email addresses, associated
with existing profiles in the social networks.

3.4

Implementation of the Attack

Our prototype system has been implemented as a collection of components and scripts. Some components query the social networks, some store the identified information in a database, and some automatically correlate the information in order to discover as much information as possible about a user. We
designed our system to be efficient and stealthy at the same time. Therefore, we had to find a compromise between normal user behavior, which is stealthy, and brute-force crawling, which is efficient but
bears the danger of frequently suspended accounts. Our solution was tweaked for each social network,
to find the right combination of timeouts and number of requests.
From an architectural point of view, the final system consists of three main components (see Figure 2). In the following, we describe these components in more detail.
User
Profiles

Facebook

MySpace

...

List of E-Mail
Addresses
Address
Prober

Profile
Crawler

Correlator

Social Network
Profiles
External
E-Mail Provider

Figure 2: Overview of system architecture.
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3.4.1

Address Prober

The Address Prober is an HTTP client that is responsible for uploading the list of e-mail addresses
to be queried to the social network. The social network, in return, sends back the list of accounts that are
registered with those addresses. The data we are interested in is the profile ID and, if possible, the name,
which is attached to the source e-mail address. At this point, some of the processed networks offer some
additional data such as the location, or a brief job description.
The client itself is implemented in Python, and embeds an extension to the standard urllib library [1], which supports postings in the multipart/form-data format [24]. We adopted such encoding
in order to be able to send to the social networking site a file containing the list of addresses. Typically, this file is required to be formatted in the standard CSV format. On some other networks,
for example in Badoo, the list of emails need to be passed as a string of comma-separated addresses
(email1@example.com,email2@example.com).
The Address Prober also supports external e-mail providers such as, for example, Google’s webmail
service Gmail, and permits to upload lists of e-mail addresses to such accounts. The motivation behind
this feature is that some social networks only support e-mail queries if the source is an external e-mail
account with an attached address book. Hence, we automatically upload, and delete contacts from
specific webmail accounts, before querying the social network.
With this technique, in the worst case (i.e., some sites such as Facebook allow lookups of up to 5,000
addresses), we are able to check sets of around 1,000 e-mail addresses at once. With a short delay, which
we set to 30 seconds to ensure that all data is correctly processed, the prober is able to process data with
an overall average speed of 500,000 e-mail addresses per day. A positive side-effect of this technique
is that we can query social networks that support Gmail imports in parallel, resulting in a higher overall
throughput.
3.4.2

Profile Crawler

The Profile Crawler is responsible for a deeper investigation of the user profiles discovered in the
previous step. The goal is to gather as much information about a single user as possible. For this purpose,
it is mandatory to implement tailored solutions for each supported social network. In the first round, the
crawler visits iteratively the user’s profile pages for all the social networks, and store them in a database.
On average, we were able to visit 50,000 pages in a single day from a single machine with a single
IP address. Some networking site provided mechanisms to limit the amount of profiles visited per day
from a single account, while others did not have any limitation mechanism in place. Finally, the crawler
automatically parses the data that has been retrieved and extracts the information of interest, such as sex,
age, location, job, and sexual preferences.
That is, the Profile Crawler enriches the user profiles discovered by the Address Prober with a set of
general and sensitive information.
3.4.3

Correlator

After the crawling phase, the Correlator component combines and correlates the profiles that have
been collected from the different social networks. The goal of the Correlator is to use the email address
as a unique identifier to combine together different profiles and identify the ones that belong to the same
person.
When it finds two profiles associated with the same e-mail address, the Correlator compares all the
information in the two profiles to identify possible inconsistencies. In particular, it compares all the
fields that can assumes a finite set of values, e.g., sex (either male or female), age (a positive integer
number), and current relationship (married, single, or in a relationship).
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Using the Correlator is possible to automatically infer information that the user intended to maintain
private. In particular, the correlator has two main goals:
• Identity Discovery - If a person provides his full name in social network A, but registers a profile
in the network B using a pseudonym, by cross-correlating the two profiles we can automatically
associate the real user’s name also to the account B.
The combination of information from different sources can be even more worrisome if this information is privacy-relevant. For example, Alice could have a business profile on LinkedIn, and
another profile on a dating site in which she does not reveal her real name but she provides other
private information such as her sexual preferences. It is very likely that Alice assumed that it was
not possible to link the two “identities” together because there is no public information on the two
networks that can be used to match the profiles.
• Detection of Inconsistent Values - Sometimes, the information extracted from different social
networks are contradictory. For example, Bob can provide his real age on his profile on social
network A, while pretending to be 10 years younger on social network B. Again, we can identify
this kind of fraudulent profiles in an automated way by cross-correlating the information extracted
during crawling the different networks.

4

Evaluation with Real-World Experiments

We performed several experiments in different social networks. As a starting point, we used a set
of 10,427,982 e-mail addresses that were left on a dropzone on a compromised machine that was taken
down by law enforcement officials. Based on the log files of this machines, we saw that these e-mail
addresses had been used for spamming, and thus, they provided a real-world test case for our system.

4.1

Results for E-Mail Queries

We used our Address Prober component on eight social networks, namely Facebook, MySpace,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Friendster, Badoo, Netlog, and XING. These networks were chosen since they provide
a sampling of different types of social networks (e.g., business, friendship, and dating). Furthermore, all
of these sites have millions of registered users. Of course, they also vary in their popularity. Facebook,
for example, is the most popular social networking site and boasts to have around 350 million active
users1 .
Network
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Facebook
MySpace
Twitter
LinkedIn
Friendster
Badoo
Netlog
XING

Query method
method
Direct
GMail
GMail
Direct
GMail
Direct
GMail
Direct

E-mail list length
size efficiency
5000
1000
1000
5000
1000
1000
1000
500

# queried e-mails
speed efficiency
10M/day
500K/day
500K/day
9M/day
400K/day
5M/day
800K/day
3.5M/day
Total of

Table 1: Discovered profiles
1

Facebook Statistics: http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics
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# identified
accounts
517,747
209,627
124,398
246,093
42,236
12,689
69,971
5,883
1,228,644

Percentage
4.96%
2.01%
1.19%
2.36%
0.41%
0.12%
0.67%
0.06%
11.78%

Table 1 shows the profiles that have been discovered by the e-mail queries that were performed on
these sites. Clearly, direct queries to the social networking sites yield faster results than those that are
coupled with GMail accounts. Also, while we were able to query 5,000 e-mail addresses at once on
Facebook, for XING, the best results were achieved with 500 addresses per query. The scan method and
e-mail list length directly affect the speed of the queries. In general, direct queries are about one order
of magnitude faster, and we can check several million e-mail addresses per day. For social networks on
which we need to use the GMail support, we can still probe several hundred thousand addresses per day.
Also, note that we only adopted a single machine in our tests, while an attacker could perform such an
attack in parallel using many machines.
In total, we were able to identify 1,228,644 profiles that are linked to one of the e-mail addresses we
probed. Most profiles were found on Facebook (4.96%), MySpace (2.01%), and LinkedIn (2.36%).
Number of Social Networks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Total unique

Number of Profiles
608,989
199,161
55,660
11,483
1,478
159
11
0
876,941

Table 2: Overlap for profiles between different networks.
Table 2 shows the number of profiles that were created with the same e-mail address on different
networks. For example, one can see that there are almost 200,000 users who were registered in at least
two social networks. In sum, a total of 876,941 unique e-mail addresses we had access to were covered
by one or more of the listed social networks.
Combination
Facebook - MySpace
Facebook - LinkedIn
Facebook - Twitter
Facebook - MySpace - Twitter
Facebook - LinkedIn - Twitter
Facebook - NetLOG
Badoo - FriendSter
Facebook - MySpace - LinkedIn
LinkedIn - Twitter
MySpace - Twitter

Occurrences
57,696
49,613
25,759
13,754
13,733
12,600
11,299
9,720
8,802
7,593

Table 3: Top ten combinations.
Table 3 shows the top ten combinations of social networks. That is, the table shows which combinations of networks we typically encountered when we identified a user who is registered on different
sites with the same e-mail address. The two most popular combinations are Facebook with MySpace,
and Facebook with LinkedIn. Note that the more diverse information a social networking site offers
about users as public information, the more significant our attack becomes. In the case of LinkedIn and
Facebook, we have two social networking sites with different aims. Whereas Facebook aims to foster
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the test Facebook profile used for searching e-mail accounts: due to the suggestion feature, we have received thousands of friend requests.
friendship, LinkedIn aims to foster business collaborations. Hence, we can combine the business information about a user with the more personal, private information they may provide on the friendship site
(e.g., under a nickname).
These results of our experiment clearly demonstrates that a potential attacker can easily abuse social
networks to enrich his spamming list with the information retrieved from different networks.

4.2

Unexpected Facebook Side Effect: Friendship Suggestions

During our tests with Facebook, we observed an interesting side effect of our experiments that is
related to the popular, so-called friend suggestion feature. Facebook promotes the connection of users
by suggesting them friends that they will likely know. The system computes such suggestions based on
common information, such as mutual friends, schools, companies, and interests. This feature is wellknown to many social network users. In fact, whenever a user is logged in, she is regularly notified of
persons that she may know.
A fact that is less known is that Facebook keeps track of all the e-mail addresses specific users search
for using the e-mail querying functionality. This data is also used by the suggestion function: each time
a user searches for an e-mail address that is registered on Facebook, the user who is being searched
receives a suggestion to connect to the searching user. The premise is that if users know each other’s
e-mail addresses, they must be connected in some way.
Because we registered a single Facebook account that we used to perform all e-mail search queries,
without our knowledge, our user profile was suggested to all the queried users as a friend. As a result,
our test account received thousands of friend requests during the initial search period. On average, we
received more than 500 such requests per day. To handle all of these requests, we implemented a small
tool that automatically logs into Facebook and accepts all friend requests. In less then two week, our
bogus account collected a total of 5,000 friends. We discovered that this is the upper bound for the
number of friends a user can have. Interestingly, we still receive friend requests on a daily basis, and at
the time of writing, the queue of unacknowledged friend requests has grown to more than 8,850 entries
(see the screenshot of the test account on Figure 3).
Another interesting, unexpected side effect of our experiments was that we also received friend
requests from persons whose e-mail addresses we had never searched for. Although we have not investigated this phenomenon in detail, we believe that since we had a large number of friends, it seems likely
that our account was suggested to the friends of our friends, and some chose to contact us.
Clearly, it is possible for an attacker to use this feature for reverse social engineering. Our findings
in this paper show that an attacker can easily establish friend connections to thousands of users on a
popular network such as Facebook by simply searching for random users. An attacker could also abuse
the suggestion feature on a large-scale by registering n accounts and sending thousands of e-mail search
queries on each of them. Potentially, an attacker can build a network of tens of thousands of friends this
way. He can then abuse these bogus friendship relations in many different ways (e.g., social phishing
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scams, posting malicious links, etc.).
Network
Facebook
MySpace
Twitter
LinkedIn
Friendster
Badoo
Netlog
XING

Name
Surname
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Profiles
are open
99.89
96.26
99.97
96.79
99.72
98.61
99.98
99.88

Photo

Location

Friends

76.40
55.29
47.59
11.80
47.76
70.86
43.40
57.20

0.48
63.59
32.84
96.79
99.51
95.23
77.54
96.04

81.98
76.50
78.22
96.75
50.23
na
64.87
47.25

Average
friends
142
137
65
37
37
na
31
3

Last
login
na
94.87
na
na
8.79
92.01
na
na

Profile
visitors
na
na
na
na
na
na
73.33
96.83

Table 4: Crawling results (values are in percentage): general information

Facebook
MySpace
Twitter
LinkedIn
Friendster
Badoo
Netlog
XING

Age

Sex

0.35
82.20
na
na
82.97
98.61
97.66
na

0.50
64.87
na
na
87.45
98.61
99.99
na

Spoken
language
na
na
na
na
na
47.81
44.56
84.54

Job

Education

0.23
3.08
na
96.79
30.88
17.06
43.40
99.87

0.23
2.72
na
60.68
2.72
19.92
1.64
49.21

Current
relation
0.44
8.41
na
0.00
64.59
22.48
25.73
na

Searched
relation
0.31
4.20
na
na
77.76
na
23.14
na

Sexual
preference
0.22
4.07
na
na
na
22.80
29.30
na

Table 5: Crawling results (values are in percentage): sensitive information

4.3

Extracted Information from Profiles

Now, we provide statistics about the information collected when the Profile Crawler visited the user
profiles. We present for each of the social networks an overview of what kind of information is available,
and also for what percentage of users we were able to extract this information.
Table 4 provides an overview of general information such as photo, location, and friends available
on the different networks. The column profiles are open shows the percentage of how many profiles
the crawler was able to access, and validate against the name and surname already extracted from the
Address Prober. Profiles that are closed include profiles that are configured to be completely private, or
that are not accessible anymore. In Facebook, more than 99% of the profiles are open, but only little
information is shown by default to anonymous users and persons that are not a friend of the user. On the
contrary, the profile photo and the list of friends are usually accessible.
Typically, the different pieces of information can be either private or public, and the social network
provider assigns a default value for the privacy setting of them. From our observations, it seems that
many users do not change the default privacy settings for a specific type of information. Note that when
some data is not accessible, it either means that the user has not set such a value, that it is optional, or
that is not accessible due to privacy reasons.
Table 5 shows the availability of sensitive information on the individual networks. Depending on
the purpose of the social network, different types of information are made public by default. Dating
platforms, for instance, focus on personal information such as age, sex, or current relationship, while
business networks emphasize educational and work-related aspects. However, all of these details are
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Network
Facebook
MySpace
Twitter
LinkedIn
Friendster
Badoo
Netlog
XING

Personal
homepage
3
3
3

Phone

Birthday

IMs

3

3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Physical
appearance

Income

3

3

Prof.
skills
3
3
3

3
3

3

3

3

3

3

Interests
Hobbies
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Table 6: Crawling results: extra information
more sensitive and can be used for an accurate profiling of the connected accounts. Precise values such
age and sex can easily be correlated across different social networks, essentially forming richer sets of
publicly available data than initially desired by the user. We provide a detailed overview of this aspect
in Section 4.5.
Finally, Table 6 shows what kind of additional information each social network supports. We refrain
from providing a percentage for these fields, because this type of information is only available in a
minority of the sampled cases.

4.4

E-mail Fuzzing for Automated Guessing of User Profiles

While it is useful for the attacker to have access to e-mail lists that she can readily query, it is also
interesting for her to automatically generate new e-mail addresses that she could then re-validate against
the social networks. Using the e-mail fuzzer introduced earlier, we are able to generate addresses that
we do not previously know, and verify their existence in social networks.

1
2

# Input
Profiles
650
3,000

# Input
Friends
14,161
121,603

# Fuzzed
Emails
311,688
300,196

# Profiles
Discovered
20,609
8,051

%
6.6%
2.7%

Table 7: E-mail Fuzzing
Table 7 depicts the results of our experiments in generating e-mail addresses using our e-mail fuzzer.
Note that we were able to link thousands of existing profiles to e-mail addresses that we generated. In
fact, for the first fuzzing algorithm we used, from a base of 650 Facebook profiles, the fuzzer generated
over 300,000 emails that we re-validated with the Address Prober. From an initial set of 14,161 friends,
the Prober was able to discover 20,609 new profiles (a higher number than the initial set) and link them to
generated e-mail addresses. The second algorithm performs worse, but is still efficient: based on 3,000
input profiles and over 121,000 friends, about 8,000 new profiles were found. The results suggest that
e-mail fuzzing is an effective technique for attackers in practice, and by combining different techniques,
an attacker can find thousands of new profiles in an automated way.

4.5

Detecting Anomalous Profiles by Cross-Correlation

In the following, we present the output of the correlation phase and we discuss several examples of
anomalous profiles we automatically discovered during our experiments.
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Information
Name
Location
Age
Sex
Sexual preference
Current relation

# of Occurrences on X networks
2
3
4
5
6
199,161 55,660 11,483 1,478 159
22,583
2,102
174
11
3
19,135
887
36
17,282
854
34
760
13
1,652
38
1

7
11

Total
267,952
24,873
20,085
18,170
773
1,691

Table 8: Information provided on multiple profiles belonging to the same user

Information
Name
Location
Age
Sex
Sexual preference
Current relation

Value
string
city
0 < n < 100
m, f
hetero, homo, bi
single, relationship,
married, complicated

% Total
mismatches
72.65
53.27
34.49
12.18
7.63
35.54

% of mismatched values
2
3
4+
62.70 35.37
17.66
51.74 16.24
3.72
33.58 17.84
30.56
12.18
7.63
35.42
5.13

Table 9: Overview of profiles where a mismatch was detected - Data are normalized.
4.5.1

Discovering mismatched profiles

Based on the data provided by the different social networks, we configured the Correlator to analyze
six information fields that are popular among the different social networks we examined: name, location,
age, sex, current relationship, and sexual preference.
Before proceeding to the comparison, we had to normalize the values provided in the different social
networks to a common dictionary. For example, sex was translated to either “male” or “female”, while
the current relationship and the sexual preference’s values were translated into a set of common keywords built from an analysis of the entire dataset. For instance, values like “heterosexual”, “straight”,
and “man looking for women” were all translated into the keyword “heterosexual”. Likewise, we normalized the current relationship field to one of the four following values: “single”, “in a relationship”,
“married”, and “complicated”. Finally, we filtered the geographical location by comparing the field (or
part of it) against a dictionary of more than 260,000 world cities.
Table 8 shows the number of users that provide a certain information on multiple social networks.
For example, 22,583 users included their location on two networks, 2,102 on three networks, and 174
on four networks. Since the name is a mandatory field, the first line of the table matches the number of
profiles reported in Table 2.
For each field, the Correlator computed the total number of distinct values provided by the same
users across different networks. For example, if Alice is registered on three social networks where she
provides as age 26, 26, and 22 the Correlator reports 2 mismatched values.
Table 9 summarizes the results. The first column shows the percentage of profiles, from the total
shown in Table 8, where the Correlator found mismatching values. About one-third of the people seems
to cheat on their current relationship status, declaring for example to be single in one network and
married in a second one. It is also interesting to note that about 2,213 users (12% of the ones registered
in more than one network) pretend to be male on a network and female on a different one. The very
high percentage of people lying on their names is a consequence of different factors. First the name
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comparison is more problematic because, as already explained in Section 2, we only store the MD5 of
the names to preserve the users privacy. This means that we loose the ability to distinguish between
small differences and completely fake names. Second, in some social networks, it is very common to
provide a nickname instead of the real user name. For example, John Doe on LinkedIn may appear
simply as JDoe77 on MySpace.
The last three columns in Table 9 show how many unique values where provided by the same user
(either two, three or more) in different social networks. These percentages are normalized by the number
of accounts owned by the user. That is, a value of 10% in column 3 means that 10% of the people that
own an account on at least three social networks provided three different values for that specific field.
4.5.2

Mismatches in Provided Age Information

Five of the eight social networks we examined either offer the possibility for a user to specify his
age, or automatically compute this information from the user’s birthday. During our experiments, the
Correlator automatically found a total of more than 20,000 users for which we had at least two profiles
on different networks which also included the person’s age. Surprisingly, about one-third of these users
(6,919) had a mismatch for the age information provided in the different profiles (see Table 10 for
details). This number only includes those profiles in which the difference of age is at least two years.
In fact, a mismatch of only one year is likely to be the consequence of outdated profiles (i.e., if a user
needs to manually specify his age, he might forget to update the value at each birthday).
Range
2 - 10
11 - 30
31 +
Profiles with Age
Total mismatched

#
4,163
1,790
966
20,085
6,919

%
60.17
25.87
13.96

Table 10: Overview of profiles where a mismatch was detected in the age.
Among the profiles with an age that differs more than two years, we were able to identify 712 users
(10% of this set) who claim to be underage, even though they appear to be more than 18 years old in
another networks (or vice versa). For example, we observed that many teenagers increase their age to
register to Badoo, since the site restrict its access to adults only.
4.5.3

A Short Glimpse into Hidden Profiles

Probably the most serious consequence of the attack presented in this paper is the ability to uncover
hidden relationships between different profiles, allowing an attacker to infer private information about a
subject.
By looking at the results of our experiments, it is possible to find examples of possibly hidden
profiles and online identities that users probably wish to keep secret. As a proof of concept of the impact
that correlating profile information can have on a user’s privacy, we picked some random profiles that
showed mismatching values. In one case, a married professor in his fifties also owned an account on a
dating-related social network under a different name, with a list of friends containing many girl in their
twenties. While such information may be a complete misinterpretation, nevertheless, there may be many
cases where an attacker may try to use the information to his advantage.
Because of the ethically sensitive aspects of analyzing this kind of interconnections, we did not
perform an in-depth investigation of the problem, limiting the result of our analysis to aggregated figures.
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5

Countermeasures

In this section, we present several mitigation strategies that can be used to limit the extent of our
attack. Each approach has its own advantages and limitations, which we review in the rest of the section.
We discussed the different countermeasures with several popular social network providers to also incorporate their view of the problem, especially considering the operational practicability of each proposed
solution. We present the individual approaches in ascending suitability, where the last two solutions are
the ones we advocate.
1) Raising Awareness: Mitigation From the User’s Perspective. Clearly, if users were to use a
different e-mail address on each social networking site, it would become more difficult for the attacker
to automatically correlate the extracted information. That is, as the e-mail address is the unique ID that
identifies a specific user, an effective defense technique would be to educate users to use a different
e-mail address each time they register for and enter personal information into a social networking site.
Unfortunately, educating users on security and privacy issues is not an easy task. Often, users may
choose to ignore the risks and opt for the ease of use (e.g., analogous to users using the same password
across many web sites – which has been reported to be quite common [13]).
2) Possible Solution: CAPTCHAs. When searching for e-mail addresses, a user could be forced to
solve a CAPTCHA (i.e., a type of challenge-response test which is hard to solve for a computer [31]).
This would prohibit automated, large-scale queries to a certain extent since CAPTCHAs cannot be
(easily) solved by a computer.
However, introducing this kind of countermeasure has three main drawbacks. First, the user experience is reduced if a user needs to solve a CAPTCHA frequently, and this should be avoided by all
means. Even if solving a CAPTCHA is only required for users that perform many queries, the network
operators tend to dislike this mitigation strategy due to a potential negative user experience. Second,
using this approach is not a real solution to the problem since an attacker can also hire real people to
solve the challenge-response tests. This type of service is surprisingly cheap on the underground market,
with 1,000 solved CAPTCHAs costing about $2 [11]. Third, different CAPTCHA systems are prone to
attack such that a computer can solve the test with a reasonable success rate, completely defeating the
countermeasure [9, 26, 34].
3) Possible Solution: Contextual Information. Another potential approach to mitigate the problem
is to require contextual information for each query. If a user U wishes to search for his friends F1 ,
F2 , . . . Fn , he has some context information for each of them that he should include in his query. For
example, a user knows the full name of each friend, he can estimate their age, or knows their approximate
location. It is probable that the attacker lacks this kind of information.
Unfortunately it is inconvenient for a user to provide contextual information during a query. While
a user can, for example, store the full name together with the e-mail address within the address book
application, this information might no be available for each friend. Furthermore, additional contextual
information such as age or location needs to be provided in a manual way. As a result, this solution is
not feasible from an operational point of view due to the reduced user experience.
4) Possible Solution: Limiting Information Exposure. Our attack is possible since the search result
contains a mapping between the queried e-mail address and the profile name (if an account with this email address is registered). Thus, a viable option to prevent our attack is to not return a mapping between
e-mail address and profile name in the search result. This could, for example, be implemented by simply
returning a list of registered accounts in a random order, without revealing which e-mail address belongs
to which account. Note that a user typically does not need the correct mapping, he is only interested in
the fact that one of his friends is registered on the social network such that he can add him to his friends
list.
5) Possible Solution: Incremental Updates. Another fact that enables our attack is the huge number
of searches we can perform: we can query thousands of e-mail addresses at once, and also repeat this
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process as often as we wish. A natural approach for mitigation is, thus, to implement some kind of
limitation for the queries a user is allowed to perform. For example, by enforcing incremental updates, a
user is allowed to initially query many e-mail addresses, but this step can only be performed once. This
enables a user to search for his current friends on the given social network in the beginning. Afterwards,
the number of queries can be restricted to only a small number of e-mail addresses (for example only 50).
This enables a user to incrementally extend his network, but also limits the number of e-mail addresses
a user can search for.
6) Possible Solution: Rate-limiting Queries. Another viable option to limit our attack is rate-limiting
the number of queries: That is, we restrict the (total) number of queries a user can send to the social
network, therefore limiting the amount of e-mail addresses a given user can check. An option could be
to either rate-limit the number of queries (e.g., only two large queries per week) or have a total upper
bound of e-mail addresses a user can search for (e.g., a total of 10K e-mail addresses a user can check).
Most social network providers already have different kinds of rate-limiting in place. For example,
rate-limiting is used to prohibit automated crawling of their site, or regulating how many messages a
given user can send per day to stop spamming attacks. Therefore rate-limiting the number of e-mail
searches a user is allowed to perform fits into the operational framework of these sites. When we
contacted the most popular social network providers, the majority of them preferred this solution. In the
upcoming weeks, some of them plan to implement rate-limiting to mitigate the attack proposed in this
paper.
Limitations of the Countermeasures. Note that although there is much room for improvement in
defending against e-mail to account mapping information leakage attacks, the attacker could still extract
information from the social networking site for specific, targeted users (e.g., by only sending e-mail
queries consisting of a single user). Hence, if social networking sites choose to provide e-mail searching
functionality, there is always a potential for misuse and the privacy of the users may be at risk. However,
the countermeasures we described in this section can raise the difficulty bar for the attacker, mitigating
the problem at least on a large scale.

6

Related Work

The large popularity of social networks and the availability of large amounts of personal information
has been unprecedented on the Internet. As a result, this increasing popularity has lead to many recent
studies that examine the security and privacy aspects of these networks (e.g., [2, 4, 6, 10, 16, 18, 21,
23]). As more and more Internet users are registering on social networking sites and are sharing private
information, it is important to understand the significance of the risks that are involved.
The structure and topology of different social networks was examined by different research groups
(e.g., [3, 8, 25, 32]). The main focus of previous work was either efficient crawling or understanding
the different aspects of the graph structure of social networks. We extend previous work by contributing
a novel way to enumerate users on social networks with the help of e-mail queries. Furthermore, we
implemented several efficient crawlers for social networks and – to the best of our knowledge – we are
the first to perform large-scale crawls of eight social networks.
Our attack is facilitated by the fact that an attacker can use an e-mail address to link profiles on
different social networks to a single user. The idea of correlating data from different sources to build a
user profile has been studied in different contexts before. For example, Griffith and Jakobsson showed
that it is possible to correlate information from public records to better guess mother’s maiden name
for a person [15]. Heatherly et al. [30], and Zheleva and Getoor [35] recently showed that hidden
information on a user’s profile can also be inferred with the help of contextual information (e.g., the
political affiliation of a user can be predicted by examining political affiliation of friends).
Concurrently and independently of our work, Irani et al. [17] performed a similar study of social
networks. They showed that it is straightforward to reconstruct the identify (what they call the social
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footprint) of a person) by correlating social network profiles of different networks. The correlation is
done either by using the user’s pseudonym or by inferring it from the user’s real name. In contrast, our
work focuses on automated techniques to find profiles of the same person on different networks. In fact,
due to the friend-finder weakness that we discovered on all tested networks we are able to associate
profiles by e-mail addresses. As a result, we produce a much better correlation on two sides: on the
one hand, we can make sure that different profiles belong to the same individual (Irani has a positive
score of 40% for the pseudonym match and 10%-30% for the real name match). On the other hand,
we can reveal the “‘hidden profiles”’ of a users that they may actually wish to hide. Indeed, this is a
major advantage of our research: we can link profiles that are registered using different pseudonyms or
information, but based on the same e-mail address. Finally we conducted our studies on a larger set of
data by crawling 876,941 unique profiles (versus 21,764 profiles studied by Irani et al.) and extracting
up to 15 information fields from each profile (versus 7).
Also, note that our work is also related to the area of de-anonymization, where an attacker tries to
correlate information obtained in different contexts to learn more about the identity of a victim.
Narayanan and Shmatikov showed that by combining data with background knowledge, an attacker
is capable of identifying a user [27]. They applied their technique with the Internet movie database as
background knowledge and the Netflix prize dataset as an anonymized dataset, and were indeed able
to recognizes users. Recently, the two researchers applied a similar technique to social networks and
showed that the network topology in these networks can be used to re-identify users [28].
The freshest contribution on this topic is the paper of Wondracek et al. [33] in which the authors introduced a novel technique based on social network groups as well as some traditional browser historystealing tactics to reveal the identity of users. They based their empirical measurements on the Xing
network and their analysis suggested that about 42% of the users that use groups can be uniquely identified.
In this paper, we continue this line of work and show that an attacker can cross-correlate information
between different social networking sites in an automated way. The collected information reveals the
different online identities of a person, sometimes uncovering “secret” profiles. In comparison to existing
work, the impact of our work is far greater as we show that we can automatically collect and correlate
information for thousands of Internet users.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel attack that automatically exploits a common weakness that is
inherent in many popular social networking sites. We launched real-world experiments on eight distinct
social networks that have user bases that consists of millions of users. We leverage the fact that an
attacker can query the social network providers for registered e-mail addresses on a very large scale.
Starting with a list of about 10.4 million e-mail addresses, we were able to automatically identify more
than 1.2 million user profiles associated with these addresses.
We can automatically crawl the user profiles that we map to e-mail addresses, and collect personal
information about each user. We then iterate through the extracted friend lists to generate an additional
set of candidate email addresses that can then be used to discover new profiles. Our attack is significant
because we are able to correlate information about users across many different social networks. That
is, users that are registered on multiple social networking web sites with the same e-mail address are
vulnerable. Our experiments demonstrate that we are able to automatically extract information about
users that they may actually wish to hide certain online behavior. For example, we can identify users
who are potentially using a different name on a dating web site, and are pretending to be younger than
they really are. The correlation that we are able to do automatically has a significant privacy impact.
After we conducted our experiments and verified the feasibility of our attack, we contacted the
most popular social network providers such as Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter, who acknowledged the
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threat, and informed us that they are going to adopt some of our countermeasures; Facebook and XING
fixed recently the problem.
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